Gene-expressed RNA as a therapeutic: issues to consider, using ribozymes and small hairpin RNA as specific examples.
In recent years there has been a greater appreciation of both the role of RNA in intracellular gene regulation and the potential to use RNA in therapeutic modalities. In the latter case, RNA can be used as a therapeutic target or a drug. The chapters in this volume cover the varied and potent actions of RNA as antisense, ribozymes, aptamers, microRNA and small hairpin RNA in gene regulation, as well as their use as potential therapeutics for metabolic and infectious diseases. Our group has been involved in the development of anti-HIV gene expression constructs to treat HIV. In this chapter, we address the relevant scientific and some of the commercial issues in the use of RNA as a therapeutic. Specifically, the chapter discusses delivery, expression, potency, toxicity and commercial development using, as examples, hammerhead ribozymes and small hairpin RNA.